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Message from the CEO

I am a fierce Entrepreneur when I should be :

Being an entrepreneur is hard enough. What if you are a female entrepreneur fighting 
the economic crises imposed on us by our Lebanese Government who stole our 
money, from saving  to cash flow in Lebanese  banks, a female entrepreneur who is 
resisting the impact of Coronavirus who hit our industry “ STEM Education “ which 
is highly related to schools who are in turn were forced  to stop during this global 
pandemic or a a female entrepreneur who is struggling hard to retain the human 
capital she invested in for more than 12 years.

I am feeling like skydiving without a parachute. It is risky m yes it is. But I am enjoying 
the challenge as usual. Just imagine what it’s like during continued lockdowns, 
economic uncertainty, and the news about the COVID-19 pandemic changing every 
day. Actually, you don’t have to imagine it—you’re probably living it.

I’m not only an entrepreneur myself, I’m also a wife and mother for 3 children who 
are trying to balance running my business from UAE . I was obliged to leave them 
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in Lebanon and follow up with them remotely, taking care of them closely over daily 
zoom calls. Not to forget The Little Engineer team who idled in Lebanon with the 
lockdown and economic crisis. The entrepreneur can’t think of himself and forget 
others, he or she is the leader guiding many. I’m here to tell you that I feel the pain of 
many entrepreneurs who are facing the same challenges. It is not easy.

There’s a good chance you feel a loss of direction at a certain time. Every business 
in this world is being put to the test, and now your bright, shiny business idea or the 
empire that we built may seem to demolish slowly. No, my friends, not with me. I have 
always believed that with fierce challenges come even fiercer opportunities. Yes, we 
are blessed to be big believers in our ideas, passionate for our work, proactive, and 
strong to step over challenges wisely.

 Are we going to get to the other side of this turbulent flow? Yes, we will. And if you 
follow some of the tips I will share in the next newsletter, you may even come out on 
that other side a stronger, better entrepreneur. It’s time to dig down deep.

Rana El Chemaitelly
Founder and CEO
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Besides all challenges, we took the Corona Virus pandemic as an opportunity to 
develop new courses with the R&D team.

We are glad to release 3 new courses with new technology. During this month, May 
2021, we exposed 12 students to the new courses and it seems to be really interesting. 
We believe in diversity and what we topped our content is new coding languages to 
program and operate some construction.

The more coding language we talk the more we can be ready to face challenges, 
analyze and generate solutions to solve some problems. Invest in your young minds 
and don’t forget to prepare them for the 4th industrial revolution. It is the time to 
explore skills beyond the traditional learning environment. 
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After the hard times everyone has been through, and after all the strict lockdown 
imposed due to COVID-19, TLE is finally back to school visits by taking all the possible 
safety precautions. We have the pleasure to work again with SMOC.

Every day, TLE Team prepares itself, takes all the equipment, and heads to SMOC.
Many classes are enjoying TLE’s activities with our certified instructors.

We are giving Robotics activities related to Covid-19 vaccine, showing the students 
the importance of the vaccine and highlighting its necessity in the most beneficial and 
fun way.
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At the end of every tunnel there is light. It may start dim, but it will undoubtedly 
increase until it reaches its full intensity.
This reflects the story of The Little Engineer-Choueifat’s team, the parents, the schools 
and the people that believe in this unique activity; all of us hand in hand guiding the 
new generation through the tunnel to the future.
Every month our center at Choueifat is welcoming a number of new students getting 
immersed in our special Robotic activities, enjoying both the hands-on and the new 
concepts introduced.

Also, Shouf National College-Baakleen one of the unique schools that has believed 
in our vision and mission since 2015, again boosted our Robotics Club activities this 
spring. A number of interested students joined, with one of the mothers saying: “When 
I received the message from the school about the Robotics club it was some of the 
best news I’ve heard. My son has been looking forward to this activity for a while now.

Join us, in spreading the light we are shining on the youth of today.
For more details, contact us on 70 231 303. Safety and prevention is always applied!














